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Molded Leather Bottles                    Lucrèce de Montsoreau 

An interpretation of Mary Rose Flask 81A2218 

 

 

A brief overview 
 
Identified as 81A2218, this was one of several leather bottles, or flasks, of this shape found during the 

1982 salvage of the Tudor war ship, Mary Rose which sank in 1545 and it is assumed to be of similar 

vintage. 

 

The extant flask is now, whatever colour it might have been originally, 

dark.  It is decorated with a series of lines on one side and on the other, 

two chevrons.  At the point of each chevron is a stamped shield shaped 

decoration containing a figure which is given as possibly that of a fish.1 

 
The bottle may be asymmetrical with more fullness on one side, and the 

other flatter, presumably to facilitate it lying against the body when being 

carried by a strap or thong. 

 

The bottle was found with its original stopper, made of wood, and bound with a strip of leather. 

 

 

Design and production method considerations 
 
Dimensions and possible asymmetry: 

To create the correct size, a photocopy of the archeological photo was measured using a grid and then, 

using its actual dimensions as given in Gardiner2, projected to the final size.  The extant example has 

been flattened to 30mm so the original depth can only be guessed without physical examination of the 

object. 

 

The front and back of these examples from the Mary Rose do not seem to have identical curvatures.  

Photos appear to show more material on one side than the other.  It follows that a flatter back would tend 

to facilitate the bottle lying flat against the body or a wall when hanging from a strap as it is intended to 

be used.  There are examples of other clearly asymmetrical leather vessels of slightly later period 

including two molded in the form of a woman’s head with a flat 

back5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shaping Methods: Sand vs. Molds 

The exact method used to produce leather flasks is not known.  The most popular theory is that the bottle 

is sewn flat, then wet, and packed with sand to stretch it to the final three-dimensional shape.  One of the 

earliest modern references found which discusses using this method to create bottles is from John 

Waterer in 1946, but he also suggests the use of molds as equally viable depending on the product to be 

made.6 
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The sand theory, as well as the drying time involved, is supported by instructions given in the 14th 

century manuscript, Il Libro dell' Arte, for the making of leather helmet crests, “get some white 

leather…sew them together…put sand into it and press it with a little stick until it is all quite full.  When 

you have done this, put it in the sun for several days.  When it is quite dry, take the sand out of it.”7   

 

Molding on the other hand, was used in related leather trades, primarily shoe-making.  The lack of 

surviving molds isn’t a clear contraindication.  Few shoemakers’ lasts have survived despite being 

widely used.  It is speculated they may have been destroyed deliberately to prevent them being found 

and used by those outside the trade, or at least repurposed as firewood.8  Although leather bottles fell 

into disfavor after the late 15
th

 early 16
th

 centuries, Jacks (a type of leather pitcher) continued to be 

produced into the 19th century and in Baker, use of molds is supported by extant jack molds still in 

evidence.9 

 

Using sand has some disadvantages:  Leather may stretch differently from hide to hide, or vary 

depending on the craftsperson.   The shape and size of the finished product can be inconsistent which 

would not likely be desirable for a professional bottle maker producing them as a product for sale.   

 

Creating an asymmetrical flask using the sand method would be challenging.  A high level of skill in the 

artisan would be required, both in choosing and cutting the leather for different amounts of stretch, as 

well as in manipulation during packing to achieve the desired shape.  Dry sand does not pack well but 

damp sand may retard the drying process possibly extending it to “several days” as indicated in Il Libro 

dell' Art. 

 

The use of wood molds, on the other hand, allows production of vessels of very consistent size and 

shape.  In the mold, the leather dries rapidly, overnight in most cases and even more quickly if placed in 

the sun or near a moderate heat source.  Leather removed from the mold after only an hour or two to 

facilitate drying will still hold its shape well but does shrink slightly.  Creating an asymmetrical flask is 

a simple matter of having two molds, a front and a back.  Pressing the leather into the molds is a 

straightforward task which could be carried out economically by lesser skilled craftsmen such as 

apprentices. 

 
Sand does not provide a firm enough backing for stamping so designs would need to be added before 

forming.  The process of packing the sand may flatten out or distort the tooling.  In contrast, a wood 

mold provides firm support for stamping or tooling which may be done while the leather is on the mold.  

Some extant shoe lasts show evidence of decorative elements being added while the shoe was still in 

palce.10  If tooling is done before stretching on the mold, surprisingly, the design does increase in size 

and become slightly shallower, but it does so in a predictable way without distortion. 

 

Some of the most convincing clues come from visual inspection of the pieces themselves.  The photos of 

the Mary Rose flasks show two characteristics that sand molded bottles do not.  In sand molding, the 

neck tends to slope into the body of the flask, while in the extant piece there is a clear delineation 

between neck and body, with body beginning to flare at the neck.  Likewise the body of extant examples 

shows a fairly sharp bend at the stitch line, while sand-molded versions are less crisp. 

 

Please see Appendix A for a visual comparison of the extant piece and sand-molded 

interpretations.  
 



Decorative Elements 

Costrels and flasks of this era generally have some form of decoration including various 

arrangements of pressed or incised lines and, frequently, heraldic charges.  81A2218 is 

no exception; the “indistinct motif that may be a fish” referred to by Gardiner et al is 

more likely, based on its silhouette, a stylized heraldic Dolphin.  

 

The dolphin was a fairly common charge in the 1500’s and was notably included 

in the arms: of Sir William Hollyes, Lord Mayor of London 153911, those adopted 

by The Worshipful Company of Fishmongers 153712, and those of the town of 

Poole nearby to Portsmouth where the Mary Rose was built in 1511 and refit in 

1527-28.13 

 

Its actual significance or connection to ship or one of its crew members is 

unknown; it may simply have been a symbol of luck or protection. 

 

Carrying Strap 

This style of flask was probably used to hold contents for more immediate use, as would a modern 

canteen, rather than for storage.   

 

The slots in the handle portion of extant flasks indicate they were likely carried or hung on a strap or 

thong, ½ to ¾ of an inch wide.  Given that they cannot be set down upright, and may leak slightly when 

left horizontal, it may be they were intended to remain always upright, hanging by the strap. 

 

On the Mary Rose, one flask has retained fragments of a leather strap or thong; no buckles or fittings nor 

any trace of them remains.  As to whether the straps were typically a simple knotted strip or a more 

elaborate strap we can only speculate.  81A2218 was found without any carrying strap. 

 

Stoppers  

Extant stoppers are of wood, tapered slightly, sometimes have a hole through the upper body, possibly 

for a cord, and many have a strip of leather wound around the lower half, presumably to act as a washer 

to improve water tightness.  The leather washers do not appear to show any means of mechanical 

attachment to the stopper (stitching or tacking) and in some finds have become separated. 
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Materials and construction 
 
Materials: 

• Vegetable tanned leather (9 ounce)  

• Linen cord (thread) 

• Tannin and copperas stain 

• Beeswax 

• Brewers Pitch. 

 

Tools: 

• Wooden Molds (made from poplar, glued together in layers, roughed out with a jig saw and then 

carved to shape with a draw knife and sanded). 

• Stitching Awl 

• Harness needles 

• Sharp Knife 

• Blunt knife (aka yea olde butter knife) 

• Small chisel 

• Purpose-made wooden stamp (dolphin) 

 

 

Adding the decorative elements 

During experimentation, adding the decorative tooling both before and after was explored.  Unexpectedly 

adding the tooling beforehand proved to be viable.  Designs did stretch and the tooling tended to lose some 

depth but not significantly enough to off-set the ease of working the piece flat.  Stretching was predictable 

and it’s possible to off-set the effects by make designs slightly smaller and disproportionately narrower 

(since they have a tenancy to stretch more horizontally than vertically). 

 

The most interesting observation was that lines drawn on the flat leather tended to appear straighter after 

molding, than those drawn on the curved surface using a straight edge.  Flasks completed flat look far more 

like the extant piece. 

 

The shield with figure was stamped using a purpose-made maple stamp carved for the purpose. 

 

Molding 

Once decorated the leather is wet and smoothed over the inner mold.  The outer mold is placed over and is 

forced down using screw-press type clamps.  Doing this slowly allows the leather time to stretch and ensures 

even, successful, results.  During the process, particularly with the deeply curved front, the outer edges 

ripple.  It’s necessary to manipulate the ripples to space them evenly so that no creases are left in the finished 

edges. 

 

Dye 

An iron/tannin dye has been used based on this translation of the mid-fifteenth century manuscript, The 

Segreti per Colori, or "Secrets of Colors”: “To make a black dye for dyeing skins, that is to say, fine 

shoemaker's black, without iron. --Take a boiler full of the juice of sumach, and add to it some dust from a 

wheel [or grindstone] and let it boil until reduced by two fingers' breadths in depth; and when it is cool you 

may dye the skin with this dye, and every hour it will be a finer dye.”14 

 

It’s amusing to read that this recipe is “without iron” yet includes “dust from a wheel [grindstone]”.  I 

suspect it may very well be from a wheel used to sharpen metal implements and therefore is actually iron.  

Also of note is the comment “every hour it will be a finer dye”.  Tannin/Iron dyes develop over time. 



 

In this case black walnut dye, made by boiling walnut hulls, is used in place of sumac to augment the leathers 

already high tannin content, followed with a solution of copperas (ferrous sulfate). 

 

Assembly 

The halves are joined by piercing holes with a diamond awl and then sewing, using a harness stitch, with a 

linen cord coated in beeswax.  It seems probable that some type of “code” (a mixture of pitch, wax etc.) as 

was used by shoemakers might have been used to coat the tread and is an option for future experiments.  The 

excess leather is then trimmed away, and the edges dyed.  Please see Appendix B for a photo diary of the 

flask in production. 
 

Finishing and Waterproofing 

First melted beeswax is applied to the exterior as a finish under moderate heat (less than 180F in an oven).  

Wax is reapplied until it begins to saturated the leather then the excess is wiped away to leave a smooth shiny 

surface that is not sticky with wax.  Then, the inside is sealed with a mixture of beeswax and pine pitch.  The 

mixture creates a durable coating less prone to melting than wax alone and not so likely to crack as pitch 

alone.   
 

Final Touches – Strap and Stopper 

Although the slots indicate this bottle had at one time some type of carrying strap, it was missing on 

recovery, so is presented here without. 

 

The stoppers are hand carved from either commercial maple dowel, or from suitably sized birch or maple 

tree branches.  A board with a hole in it was used as a gauge to help ensure the correct size and assist in 

carving a symmetrical shape.  Since the extant leather washers show no means of mechanical attachment, it’s 

most likely some kind of adhesive was used.  These have been fixed in place using pitch.  The pitch acts as a 

glue and is not water soluble as hide or other period glues tend to be. 

 

The stoppers work fairly well but they tend to shrink or swell depending on the amount of moisture it 

absorbs.  This means either the stopper is easy to remove but the bottle slightly leaky, or the bottle is 

perfectly water-tight but the stopper requires a herculean effort to remove.   

 

Waxing the plug does not seem to help this and tends to stick to the wax/pitch coating inside the bottle also 

making it difficult to remove.  Experiments soaking them in linseed oil didn’t solve the issue either. 

 

If the bottle always remains upright, however, there are no issues; the stopper is sufficient to prevent any 

spilling, and it never gets wet enough to swell and become stuck. 

 

Conclusion 
 
Once the initial trouble is taken to create the molds, their use very much aids in the ongoing production of a 

high quality, consistent end product and is well worth the effort.   

 

In addition, the molded bottles conform more closely to extant examples both in the neck shape which is 

created, the look of decorative elements, and in the crisp angle at which the body flares from the seams.  No 

sand bottles the author has viewed, despite excellent craftsmanship, show these characteristics.  Mold use 

seems not only plausible but probable. 
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